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Abstract
Interference-aware resource allocation of time slots and frequency channels in single-antenna, half-
duplex radio wireless sensor networks (WSN) is challenging. Devising distributed algorithms for such
task further complicates the problem. This work studies WSN joint time and frequency channel allocation
for a given routing tree, such that: a) allocation is performed in a fully distributed way, i.e., information
exchange is only performed among neighboring WSN terminals, within communication up to two hops,
and b) detection of potential interfering terminals is simplified and can be practically realized. The
algorithm imprints space, time, frequency and radio hardware constraints into a loopy factor graph and
performs iterative message passing/ loopy belief propagation (BP) with randomized initial priors.
Sufficient conditions for convergence to a valid solution are offered, for the first time in the literature,
exploiting the structure of the proposed factor graph. Based on theoretical findings, modifications of
BP are devised that i) accelerate convergence to a valid solution and ii) reduce computation cost.
Simulations reveal promising throughput results of the proposed distributed algorithm, even though
it utilizes simplified interfering terminals set detection. Future work could modify the constraints
such that other disruptive wireless technologies (e.g., full-duplex radios or network coding) could be
accommodated within the same inference framework.
Index Terms
Frequency channel allocation, factor graphs, signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio, wireless sensor
networks, loopy belief propagation, distributed algorithms.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Designing efficient channel allocation algorithms, i.e., assigning time slots and/or frequency
channels in resource constrained wireless sensor networks (WSNs), may offer tremendous in-
terference mitigation opportunities and subsequent throughput, delay, or energy-efficiency im-
provements [1]–[12]. WSNs support a wide range of applications, including environmental
sensing, smart buildings, medical care, micro-climate monitoring and plethora of other industry
and military applications. WSNs differ from traditional wireless ad-hoc or heterogeneous (5G)
networks in the following aspects: (a) each WSN terminal is low-cost, low-power, single-antenna
with half-duplex radio, (b) the number of available frequency channels in current WSNs may be
limited in practice, (c) the available bandwidth of WSN terminals may be also limited, e.g., 250
kbps in 802.15.4 networks, (d) memory and processing power are typically limited per WSN
terminal, e.g., 10 kByte memory and 8 MHz MSP430 microcontroller in TelosB motes [13], and
(e) the packet payload may be small to minimize delay and power consumption.
The problem of channel allocation becomes even more challenging in large-scale WSNs,
where the computational burden should be dispensed across all terminals, pointing towards
distributed protocols [3]–[5], [14]–[17]. Centralized protocols may be prohibitive for large-scale
WSNs with resource constrained terminals due to computation cost, as well as large delays at
WSN terminals in the vicinity of the central processing unit. On the other hand, a distributed
protocol requires the following: (a) local knowledge at each WSN terminal, e.g., that are its
interferers [3] or its up to two-hop neighbors in the routing tree [6], and (b) a message-passing
(MP) communication mechanism among neighboring terminals, based on specific synchronous
or asynchronous schedule [18].
Distributed WSN frequency channel allocation algorithms are presented in [3] and [4]; in
[3], a game theory-based algorithm is employed in order to minimize the total number of
interfering links, while in [4], a distributed algorithm is proposed, which eliminates the remaining
interference links in the WSN, by constructing a conflict-free TDMA schedule. In addition,
works in [3] and [4] make the implicit assumption that interference connectivity among all
WSN terminals is precisely known. Interference connectivity of a WSN terminal is defined as
the set of terminals that interfere the transmission or the reception of that terminal (depending on
the utilized interference set detection protocol). In many cases, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at a receiving terminal j may be degraded by simultaneous transmissions from a set I of several
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Fig. 1. Transmissions of WSN terminals under two channel allocation schemes, for the the specific routing tree (solid lines) and
specific interference link (dotted line). Top allocation is based on time slots, bottom allocation is based on both time slots and
frequency channels. This work offers such allocations with distributed inference, under convergence, correctness and computation
cost guarantees.
WSN terminals, whose individual transmission may not degrade significantly the SNR at terminal
j; in that case, terminals in set I cannot be easily identified and incorporated in the interference
connectivity set of terminal j. This is another reason why prior art has introduced the notion of
interference radius, as opposed to communication radius [2].
Work in [1] calculates a TDMA schedule for packet radio networks, assuming single-frequency
channel radio terminals. More specifically, constraints based on link connectivity up to two hops
are encoded using a factor graph (FG), assuming that simultaneous transmission from two (or
more) neighboring terminals is always harmful. Thereinafter, the loopy belief propagation (BP)
runs between neighboring terminals in order to find out a global time-slot schedule that adheres
to all (local) constraints.
Due to the loopy nature of the proposed FG, the mathematical toolbox to guarantee con-
vergence to a valid solution, or even convergence to a fixed point (that may not be a valid
solution) is restricted. For the latter case, only a few exemplary methodologies and results exist
in the literature [19]–[28]. In a general loopy probabilistic graphical model (PGM), where BP is
executed, convergence to a fixed point does not necessarily imply correctness, i.e., convergence
to a valid (or correct) solution, apart from special cases, as in Gaussian BP [19] or maximum
weight matching problems [25], [26]; convergence to a correct solution is a critical part in our
channel allocation challenge, crafted as a feasibility problem.
On the other hand, joint time and frequency channel allocation accounts not only for time
but also for frequency channelization, which is an essential part of contemporary multi-channel
radio modules, as it provides additional degrees of freedom and thus, potential for more efficient
networking. For example, consider the 4-terminal network of Fig. 1 with the specific routing
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4tree topology (solid lines) and two channel allocation schemes, one with time slots (top) and
a second with both time and frequency channels (bottom); under single-frequency half-duplex
radios, 3 time slots are needed so that information from the leaf terminals reaches sink terminal
4 (top allocation); that is due to the fact that transmission of terminal 1 towards parent terminal
3 is interfering receiver 4 (and such interfering link between 1 and 4 is depicted as a dotted line
in Fig. 1). With multiple frequency channels, the required time slots are reduced to 2 (bottom
allocation), even with half-duplex radios, offering smaller delay and higher effective throughput,
at the expense of additional bandwidth.
From an implementation point of view, identification of potential interferers, i.e., interference
set detection, is a prerequisite step for any joint time-frequency allocation algorithm. In addition
to the above, single-antenna, half-duplex radios impose extra hardware constraints that have to
be taken into account, rendering time slot and frequency channel allocation a challenging task
for WSNs.
This work extends time slot allocation in [1] and addresses distributed, joint time slot and
frequency channel allocation. Following the RID framework in [10], practical, low-complexity
interference set detection is utilized, based on signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio (SINR). In
addition, a routing tree is assumed, as in well-known WSN protocols [29]–[31], with sink as
the tree root. The proposed algorithm is a modified version of loopy BP running on a carefully
crafted FG that encodes both time and frequency-based constraints, taking into account routing
and interference connectivity, as well as radio hardware constraints, e.g., due to half-duplex
operation or the fact that each radio can tune at a single frequency channel at a time. Each
WSN terminal is associated with specific variables and factor nodes of the FG, so that message
passing (MP) with neighboring WSN terminals in communication connectivity is only needed.
The MP schedule of the proposed FG requires the transmission of a single real number per
directed FG edge and can be implemented in a distributed manner. The objective is to find a
feasible frequency-time allocation that adheres to specific communication, routing, interference
and radio hardware constraints.
The contributions of this work are summarized below:
A. A joint time slot and frequency channel allocation algorithm is offered, based on loopy BP;
the algorithm is distributed, since each WSN terminal needs to communicate with up to two-
hop neighboring WSN terminals in communication radius (i.e., communication connectivity),
associated with routing and interference. Interference set detection is practical and based on
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5sensitivity and SINR at each receiving radio terminal.
B. Sufficient conditions for convergence to correct solution are offered for loopy BP, for the first
time in the literature (to the best of our knowledge), exploiting the structure of the underlying
PGM; the latter is crafted under the specific problem constraints.
C. Computation cost reduction methods are offered, based on precomputed feasibility sets found
with binary search; such methodology is important since the complexity of the underlying
loopy BP algorithm is exponential in the PGM degree, which in turn depends on network
connectivity.
D. An interesting tradeoff is offered between remaining interference of the offered solution and
computation time. Furthermore, random local re-initialization among WSN terminals running
the algorithm is introduced, showing significant convergence acceleration.
The inherent expressive power of MP/BP inference framework, including asynchronous schedul-
ing capabilities, could spark interest for distributed solutions in other network scenarios, offering
perhaps a new, fresh look at an old networking problem [32], [33]. Compared to conference
version [34], this work provides a detailed exposition of the adopted interference set detection
procedure, offers new sufficient convergence conditions on exact solution (with proof), examines
complexity issues and proposes acceleration techniques; in addition, numerical results study
large-scale WSN topologies and quantify how quickly the proposed algorithm converges to an
exact solution under fully distributed operation using the proposed modification of BP.
Notation: Symbol U [0, 1] denotes the continuous uniform distribution over the (closed) interval
[0, 1]. Symbols B and N , {1, 2, . . .} denote the set of binary and natural numbers, respectively.
The operator | · | stands for the cardinality of a set, i.e., |B| = 2. The number of the non-zero
elements of a vector x, is denoted ‖x‖0. The vector comprised of variables associated with an
arbitrary index set A, is denoted as xA = {xy}y∈A. Symbol 1{·} stands for the indicator function
that returns one if the statement within the brackets is true, and zero, otherwise.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND INTERFERER SET DETECTION
A WSN consisting of N single-antenna, half-duplex radio terminals is considered. Sink
terminal operates in receiver mode only. A terminal needs a time slot to transmit a packet and each
transmission frame consists of M equal-length time slots. The available frequency bandwidth is
divided into K orthogonal frequency channels. Let M , {1, 2, . . . ,M} and K , {1, 2 . . . , K}
be the set of available time slots and frequency channels, respectively. Let N be the set of
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6TABLE I
NOTATION AND RELATIONS IN WSN ROUTING TREE
Symbol Relations in WSN routing tree connectivity
N all WSN terminals, i.e., N , {1, . . . , N}
s the sink terminal, s ∈ N
N\s all WSN terminals except sink, i.e., N\s , N\s
par(i) the (unique) parent of terminal i
Nch(i) children of terminal i: Nch(i),{i
′ ∈ N : par(i′) = i}
Nsib(i) the set of sibling terminals of terminal i, i.e.,
Nsib(i) ,
{
i′ ∈ N\s\i : i
′ ∈ Nch(par(i
′))
}
NOneH(i) the set of one-hop neighbors of terminal i, i.e.,
NOneH(i) ,
{
i′ ∈ N\s : i
′ ∈ Nch(i) ∪ i ∪ par(i)
}
the set of two-hop neighbors of terminal i, i.e.,
NTwoH(i) NTwoH(i),
{
i′ ∈ N\s : i
′ ∈ NOneH(par(i))∪(⋃
j∈Nch(i)
NOneH(j)
)}
all terminals in the WSN (sink included); a communication link (i, j) between two terminals
i, j ∈ N exists if during i’s transmission, the received signal strength at terminal j is above its
receiver sensitivity.
A tree routing connectivity is assumed [35], abbreviated as T = (N , CT ), where CT is the set
of the edges of the WSN routing tree after the execution of routing algorithm. Table I summarizes
the adopted notation related to the routing connectivity (for exposition purposes the defined sets
exclude sink terminal s).
For any routing link (i, j) ∈ CT , (i.e., j = par(i)), the set of potential interferers of link (i, j)
consists of any subset I of terminals that degrade the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at receiver j;
in other words, WSN terminals in I satisfying
SINRIi→j =
Pi|hi,j|2
σ2j +
∑
i′∈I Pi′ |hi′,j|
2
< θ, (1)
should be included in the set of links’ (i, j) potential interferers. In Eq. (1), Pi is the power of
transmitter i, hi,j is the instantaneous channel gain coefficient between transmitter i and receiver
j incorporating both large and small scale fading, σ2j is the thermal noise power at receiver j,
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7and θ is a threshold parameter that depends on the receiver sensitivity.1 Executing the SINR test
in Eq. (1), requires a search on all possible subsets of interfering terminals, which is prohibitive
for resource constrained WSN terminals. More importantly, discovery of interfering terminals
may be impossible, since a WSN terminal may contribute to the sum of the denominator in
Eq. (1), but with power which may not be adequate for receiver j to properly decode a packet
and discover the identity of the interferer; the superposition of several undecodable signals can
contribute to the the sum in the denominator of Eq. (1).
Even though modeling of interference in this work adheres to Eq. (1) (utilized also during
numerical results), discovery of interfering terminals adopts a modified version of lightweight
RID protocol [10], simplifying interference set identification. Let us denote Npint(j) the set
of potential interferers of terminal j, including all WSN terminals i′ satisfying the following
conditions: a) link between i′ and j does not belong to the routing tree (i.e., (i′, j) /∈ CT ) and
b) reception of i′ transmission at j is above j’s receiver sensitivity. Terminal i′ ∈ Npint(j) is
an actual interferer of transmission from child i to parent j (or simply interferer of j), if the
following condition holds
SINRi
′
i→j =
Pi|hi,j|2
σ2j + Pi′|hi′,j|
2
< θ. (2)
Link between terminal i′ and j is an interfering link. Discovery of interferes for a specific link
(or equivalently for a specific receiver) requires examination of the above test for all terminals
i′ ∈ Npint(j). Examination of the above test requires linear complexity on the number of potential
interferers. This simplification, even though underestimates the number of potential interferers,
reduces the required overhead needed for interfering set identification. Moreover, the above test
can be practically applied among WSN terminals neighboring to j, that can be properly decoded
and identified by j.
Let Iinterf(i) denote the set of terminals that interfere the transmission of child i to its parent
using the test in (2). For exposition purposes, set Iinterf(i) also includes child i itself, i’s parent,
and excludes sink terminal:
Iinterf(i) ,
{{
i′ ∈ Npint(j) : SINR
i′
i→par(i) < θ
}
∪ i ∪ par(i)
}∖
s. (3)
1Typical values around −95dBm are found in the literature and depend on receiver noise figure, transmission bandwidth,
receiver temperature and required SNR. Numerical results assume receiver sensitivity at −100dBm.
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Fig. 2. A simple WSN routing tree with 5 sensor terminals. Dashed and solid lines depict interference and routing connectivity,
respectively. Terminal 1 interferes reception at terminal 4 (or transmission of terminal 5), even though it transmits to terminal
3 only.
For example, consider the network of Fig. 2 and a threshold θ such that SINR13→4 < θ and
SINR15→4 < θ, i.e., both children 3 and 5 are disturbed from terminal’s 1 simultaneous transmis-
sion. It is noted that Npint(5) = {1}, while Npint(3) = ∅, because link (1, 3) exists in routing
connectivity. According to Eq. (3), Iinterf(1) = {1, 3}, Iinterf(2) = {2, 3}, Iinterf(3) = {1, 3},
Iinterf(4) = ∅ and Iinterf(5) = {1, 5}. Also, note that WSN terminals 1 and 5 are connected
within two hops, since 1 and 4 (parent of 5) are in communication range, according to the
interferer set detection criteria in Eq. (2) and WSN terminals 4 and 5 have a parent-child routing
connection. It is emphasized again that while interference set detection is simplified according
to the above, performance evaluation of the proposed time slot and frequency channel allocation
algorithm will be conducted taking into account all interferers in Eq. (1) and not just the detected
ones.
A key attribute of the proposed scheme is that specific routing tree connectivity is assumed.
The routing tree provides extra structure and knowledge to the WSN that can be exploited by
any WSN terminal. This (spatial) structure imposes specific child-parent connections (Fig. 2)
that impose further design constraints:
1. Siblings cannot transmit to their parent at the same time slot.
2. A child and its parent cannot transmit at the same time slot (due to the half-duplex
constraint).
3. A WSN terminal can tune at a single carrier frequency and transmit at a single frequency
channel (out of K) at a given time slot.
4. A WSN terminal has knowledge of its up to 2-hop neighbors. Furthermore, neighbors within
exactly 2-hops cannot transmit at the same time slot and at the same frequency channel
(due to the hidden terminal problem). It is remarked that in the latter case they could utilize
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9different frequency channels.
The above constraints assume a routing tree and will be summarized as routing connectivity
constraints.
Interference is caused to a parent terminal receiver, when a single or multiple terminals (that
are not children of the specific parent in the routing tree) are transmitting at the same time
slot and at the same frequency channel and the SINR at the parent receiver, as defined in
Eq. (2), is below a predetermined threshold θ; otherwise, the specific transmitter(s) will cause
no interference:
5. When a child transmits and there exists at least one interfering simultaneous transmission,
the interfering terminal(s) and the child terminal must be assigned different frequency
channels for a given time slot.
The above constraint is due to interference connectivity. Constraint 5. along with 2. and 3.
constitute the interference connectivity constraints.2 When more than one interfering terminals
are discovered, then they must be allocated to different frequency channels.
Finally, the algorithm should consider that each terminal should transmit once during a specific
frame (of M time slots, as described above):
6. A WSN terminal transmits during exactly one time slot per transmission frame (with the
exception of the sink which always receives).
The above constraint will be referenced as the transmission constraint.
The above criteria can be easily modified to accommodate modern wireless transmission
technologies, such as those based on full-duplex radios or network coding, left for future work.
This work solves the following problem: given the above set of constraints, as well as a given
routing tree and a specific set of (practically discovered) interferers, offer an inference algorithm
that allows all WSN terminals to discover channel allocation (both in terms of time and frequency
resources) that adheres to the constraints, while each WSN terminal exchanges information
with up to two-hop neighbors in communication connectivity. Such distributed algorithm is
accompanied with convergence and correctness guarantees, while computation costs are also
meticulously taken into account.
2It is emphasized that constraints 2. and 3. have to be encountered in both routing as well as interference connectivity.
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III. DISTRIBUTED JOINT TIME/FREQUENCY ALLOCATION FG ALGORITHM
A. Factor Graph Modeling
The factor graph (FG) construction requires random variables, whereas their factor nodes
check their dependencies and implement the constraints of the initial problem. The dependencies
between the random variables could be also offered in terms of a matrix description, that
resembles the parity check matrix in factor graph-based coding literature (e.g., [36], [37]).
Towards that goal, a set of binary variables
{
s
(k)
i,m
}
is defined, with i ∈ N\s, m ∈ M, k ∈ K.
Binary variable s
(k)
i,m is called scheduling variable of terminal i (excluding sink terminal) and
denotes transmission (s
(k)
i,m = 1) or no transmission (s
(k)
i,m = 0) of transmitter i, at time slot m
and frequency channel k.
Each constraint variable is input to specific factor nodes that check the validity of specific
constraints and return 1 if the constraints are satisfied and 0, otherwise. Given that there are
three kinds of (local) constraints (i.e., routing, interference, and transmission), three kinds of
factor nodes are constructed:
• f factors (or routing factors): each fi,m factor node is related to terminal i ∈ N at time slot
m and checks the validity of routing connectivity constraints. The domain of each factor f
is given by
domfi,m =
{{
s
(k′)
i′,m ∈ B
}
: i′ ∈ NTwoH(i), k
′ ∈ K
}
= B|NTwoH(i)|K . (4)
• h factors (or interference factors): similarly, each hi,m factor node is related to terminal
i ∈ N\s at time slot m and checks the validity of interference connectivity constraints. The
domain of each factor h is given by
domhi,m =
{{
s
(k′)
i′,m ∈ B
}
: i′ ∈ Iinterf(i), k
′ ∈ K
}
= B|Iinterf(i)|K . (5)
• t factors (or transmission factors): for each terminal but sink there exists a corresponding ti
factor, i ∈ N\s, which is related to the validity of the transmission constraints. The domain
is given by
domti =
{{
s
(k′)
i,m′ ∈ B
}
: m′ ∈M, k′ ∈ K
}
= BKM . (6)
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Each WSN terminal (except sink) has 2M + 1 (local) factor nodes and MK variables nodes;
specifically, for each i ∈ N\s, there are M routing connectivity factors (fi,m, ∀m ∈ M), M
interference connectivity factors (hi,m, ∀m ∈ M) and one transmission factor (ti). The sink
terminal has M factors and no variables. Detailed description of f, h and t factors is offered at
Appendix A.
A few factor domain examples are given for the network of Fig. 2 with M = 2 time slots
and K = 2 frequency channels:
domf4,1 =
{
B
8 ∋
[
s
(1)
1,1 s
(1)
2,1 s
(1)
3,1 s
(1)
5,1 s
(2)
1,1 s
(2)
2,1 s
(2)
3,1 s
(2)
5,1
]}
,
domh5,2 =
{
B
4 ∋
[
s
(1)
1,2 s
(1)
5,2 s
(2)
1,2 s
(2)
5,2
]}
, (7)
domt3 =
{
B
4 ∋
[
s
(1)
3,1 s
(1)
3,2 s
(2)
3,1 s
(2)
3,2
]}
.
Do note that the domain of interference connectivity factor h5,2 includes binary variables s
(1)
5,2
and s
(2)
5,2 of WSN terminal 5 itself. Also notice that the same domain of WSN terminal 5 includes
variables from WSN terminal 1, which is connected to 5 in the physical WSN topology within two
hops, due to interference connectivity, explained in the previous section II. In the FG bipartite
topology, factor h5,2 belongs to WSN terminal 5 and is connected within 1 hop to variables
s
(1)
1,2, s
(2)
1,2 that belong to WSN terminal 1. As an additional example, consider an arbitrary input
configuration for factor f4,1, e.g.,
[
s
(1)
1,1 s
(1)
2,1 s
(1)
3,1 s
(1)
5,1 s
(2)
1,1 s
(2)
2,1 s
(2)
3,1 s
(2)
5,1
]
= [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1], which
simply states that terminals 1 and 5 transmit simultaneously at time slot 1, at different frequency
channels; hence f4,1([1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1]) = 1, since no routing connectivity constraint is violated
from the perspective of terminal 4 at time slot 1. Similarly, consider the local factor h5,2, with
configuration [s
(1)
1,2 s
(1)
5,2 s
(2)
1,2 s
(2)
5,2] = [1 0 0 1], which indicates that terminals 1 and 5 both transmit
at time slot 2, at different frequency channels; thus, the reception of 4 is not interfered, hence
h5,2([1 0 0 1]) = 1.
For each WSN terminal, the scheduling variables are constructed and connected to the local
routing connectivity, interference connectivity, and transmission constraint factors.3 The goal is
to find a proper time slot and frequency channel allocation that adheres to all constraints; that
3The terms variable node and variable, as well as factor node and factor will be considered equivalent subsequently.
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s1,1(1) s1,1(2)
t3
t1
t2 t5
f1,1 h1,1
s3,1(1) s3,1(2) f3,1h3,1
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s5,1(2)
h5,1
f5,1
s2,1(1)
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f2,1
h2,1
s1,2(1) s1,2(2)f1,2 h1,2
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h5,2
f5,2
s2,2(1)
s2,2(2)
f2,2
h2,2
Terminal 1
Terminal 2
Terminal 3
Terminal 4
Terminal 5
Fig. 3. The factor graph (FG) corresponding to the WSN of Fig. 2 for M = 2 time slots and K = 2 frequency channels. For
presentation purposes each depicted hyper-variable incorporates two variables and each depicted hyper-edge incorporates two
edges.
is equivalent to construct a FG with factorization that satisfies ∏
i∈N\s
ti(sti)
 ·
 ∏
m∈M
∏
i∈N\s
hi,m
(
shi,m
) ·
·
(∏
i∈N
fi,m
(
sfi,m
)))
= 1, (8)
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where sti , sfi,m , and shi,m denote the variable subsets of the corresponding factors. The appropriate
value of M depends on the overall (routing and interference) network connectivity, as well as the
amount of traffic. In this work, M is assumed fixed and chosen as the maximum node degree of
the routing tree.4 When the specific choice of M does not offer a valid solution, it is increased
by one until a valid solution is found. The FG of Fig. 3 corresponds to the network of Fig. 2 for
M = 2, K = 2 and interference connectivity according to SINR13→4 < θ, SINR
1
5→4 < θ. Factor
definitions offer two useful propositions that will be exploited subsequently:
Proposition 1. For fi,m factors, the variable assignments satisfying
∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 ≥ |NTwoH(i)| offer
fi,m
(
sfi,m
)
= 0.
Proof. This can be shown by translating
∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 ≥ |NTwoH(i)| in terms of WSN routing
connectivity as follows: if
∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 ≥ |NTwoH(i)| then either (a) all 2-hop neighbors of i in
routing tree (including its child or its parent or both) transmit at the same time-slot and the
same frequency channel, which is inappropriate due to constraint 2. or (b) some terminals in
the routing tree’s 2-hop neighborhood of terminal i transmit at more than 1 frequency channels
concurrently, which is inappropriate due to constraint 3.
Proposition 2. For hi,m factors, the variable assignments satisfying
∥∥shi,m∥∥0 ≥ min {K + 1, |Iinterf(i)|}
offer hi,m
(
shi,m
)
= 0.
Proof. If |Iinterf(i)| ≤ K + 1 ≤
∥∥shi,m∥∥0, then either (a) interference neighbors (including node
i) transmit concurrently with i’s parent, which is inappropriate according to constraint 2. and
constraint 5. or (b) some of terminal’s i interferers transmit at more than 1 frequency channels
concurrently, which is inappropriate according to constraint 3. If
∥∥shi,m∥∥0 ≥ |Iinterf(i)| > K+1,
at most K frequency channels have been assigned to at least K+2 terminals; that is inappropriate
due to constraint 3.
B. Proposed Synchronous Loopy BP
For exposition purposes of the loopy BP algorithm, simplified notation for variable and factor
nodes is adopted. Specifically, the set of variables is relabeled as:{
s
(k)
i,m : i ∈ N\s, m ∈M, k ∈ K
}
,{x1, x2, . . . , xMK(N−1)} (9)
4 At the simplest case, one terminal receives from all its children and then forwards to its parent.
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and each variable is indexed by elements in the following set:
V , {1, 2, . . . ,MK(N − 1)}. (10)
In that way, for every v ∈ V there exist unique i ∈ N\s, m ∈M and k ∈ K, such that xv = s
(k)
i,m.
Moreover, the set of factors is relabeled as follows:{
{fi,m}(i,m)∈N×M , {hi,m}(i,m)∈N\s×M , {ti}i∈N\s
}
, {gJ}
(N−1)(2M+1)+M
J=1 . (11)
We index the set of factors as follows:
J , {1, 2, . . . , (N − 1)(2M + 1) +M}. (12)
As a result, for any factor gJ , J ∈ J , there exist unique i ∈ N and m ∈M such that gJ = fi,m,
or unique i ∈ N\s and m ∈ M such that gJ = hi,m, or unique i ∈ N\s such that gJ = ti. A
variable xv, v ∈ V , is an argument in factor gJ , J ∈ J , if and only if, xv is adjacent to gJ in
the FG. The neighborhood of index variable v ∈ V and index factor J ∈ J in the FG is defined
as follows:
Jv , {J ∈ J : variable xv is adjacent to factor gJ}, (13)
VJ , {v ∈ V : variable xv is adjacent to factor gJ}, (14)
respectively.
The messages at iteration n from variable nodes to factor nodes and vice versa are denoted
by m
(n)
v→J (xv) and m
(n)
J→v(xv), respectively. The proposed algorithm initializes independently each
message m
(0)
v→J (0) = 1 − m
(0)
v→J (1) = qv, with qv ∼ U [0, 1] and m
(0)
J→v(0) = m
(0)
J→v(1) = 0. Pa-
rameter qv can be considered as the initial random guess (prior) of the corresponding scheduling
variable being 0, i.e., Pv(0) = qv = 1 − Pv(1) (where Pv(x), x ∈ B, is the prior probability
distribution function of binary variable xv, v ∈ V). For each n ∈ N, the standard BP update
rules follow [38], [39]:
m
(n)
J→v(xv) = C
(n)
J→v(q)
∑
xVJ\v
∈B|VJ |−1
gJ(xVJ )
∏
y∈VJ\v
m
(n−1)
y→J (xy), (15)
m
(n)
v→J(xv) = C
(n)
v→J(q) Pv(xv)
∏
I∈Jv\J
m
(n)
I→v(xv), (16)
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where constants C
(n)
J→v(q) and C
(n)
v→J (q) guarantee that m
(n)
J→v(0) +m
(n)
J→v(1) = 1 and m
(n)
v→J (0) +
m
(n)
v→J(1) = 1, respectively; their value depends on a subset of priors q = [q1 q2 . . . qMK(N−1)] ∈
[0, 1]MK(N−1), as well as the current iteration. By the definition of q ⊂ [0, 1]MK(N−1), it can be
shown inductively that C
(n)
J→v(q) ≥ 1 and C
(n)
v→J (q) ≥ 1, ∀n ∈ N. For any variable assignment
xVJ ∈ B
|VJ | = domgJ , factor gJ returns either one or zero. Notation xVJ\v ∈ B
|VJ |−1 under
the summation indicates sum over all possible binary configurations of the variables in vector
xVJ except variable xv . It is also noted that each message along an edge (J, v) or (v, J) can be
parameterized by a single real number.
In addition, a damping technique can be employed to decrease the probability of divergence
[21], [40], [41]. Specifically, after the calculation of messages from factors to variables in
Eq. (15), the following damping step is utilized:
m
(n)
J→v(xv) = α
(n)m
(n−1)
J→v (xv)+
(
1− α(n)
)
m
(n)
J→v(xv), (17)
with α(n) ∈ [0, 1), ∀n ∈ N. Finally, marginals, denoted as r(n)v (xv), ∀v ∈ V , determine the final
values of the scheduling random variables:
r(n)v (xv) = Pv(xv)
∏
J∈Jv
m
(n)
J→v(xv). (18)
The value of each variable at iteration n is inferred using the following rule:
x̂(n)v = 1
{
r(n)v (1) ≥ r
(n)
v (0)
}
, ∀v ∈ V. (19)
Denote x̂(n) ,
{
x̂
(n)
v
}
v∈V
and define the following:
FG
(
x̂(n)
)
,
∏
J∈J
gJ
(
x̂
(n)
VJ
)
. (20)
In a centralized implementation the algorithm terminates at the first iteration index n⋆, for which
FG
(
x̂(n
⋆)
)
= 1. In a distributed implementation, the algorithm terminates after a predetermined
number Niter of iterations.
Finally, it is emphasized that the calculation of each outgoing message (across an FG edge) at
WSN terminal i requires reception of incoming messages from WSN terminals j ∈ NTwoH(i)∪
Iinterf(i).
C. Extension to Asynchronous Scheduling
The update rules in Eqs. (15) and (16) can be modified to adhere to an asynchronous scheduling
[18, Chapter 6]. Specifically, let {(tn)n;n ∈ N∪{0}} be the time instants at which the outgoing
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message across an arbitrary edge (J, v) is calculated. The sequence is increasing, goes to infinity,
and t0 = 0. The outgoing message at the nth step, m
(tn)
J→v(xv), can be computed using the most
up-to-dated values of incoming messages. Let {t′y→J(tn)}y∈VJ\v be the time indexes of the most
up-to-dated values of incoming messages, and all of them are smaller than tn. Then, under an
asynchronous scheduling, the update rule in Eq. (15) for the nth step can be computed using
messages values
{
m
(t′y→J (tn))
y→J (xy)
}
y→J
. Similar reasoning can be applied to the calculation of
variable-to-factor update rules, as well as to the damped version of BP.
IV. CONVERGENCE AND COMPLEXITY
A. Convergence Sufficient Condition
This section offers sufficient conditions for convergence to a valid solution, despite the loopy
nature of the crafted FG. The offered theorem also assisted in modifications of the MP procedure
that accelerate convergence, discussed below.
The following quantity is defined for all v ∈ V:
κv , max
J∈Jv
∣∣{xVJ ∈B|VJ | : gJ(xVJ )=1}∣∣ . (21)
It is noted that |Jv| ≥ 3, due to the fact that each variable xv (associated with a variable s
(k)
i,m,
i ∈ N\s) has at least three adjacent factor nodes in the crafted FG: factor fi,m, factor hi,m, and
factor ti. Additionally, κv ≥ 1 holds, due to the definition of factor nodes in Appendix A: there
exists at least one configuration in their domain offering gJ(·) = 1.
The following theorem exploits the structure of the crafted FG and shows that if a valid
solution exists, appropriate initialization of priors {qv ≡ Pv(0) = 1 − Pv(1)}v∈V guarantees
convergence (to that solution) of the loopy BP algorithm:
Theorem 1. Suppose that there is at least one valid solution x⋆ =
[
x
⋆
1 x
⋆
2 . . . x
⋆
MK(N−1)
]
.
Constants {ǫv}v∈V are defined, so that they solely depend on the crafted FG, which in turn is
associated with the WSN topology:
ǫv ,
1
1 + (κv)|Jv|
∈
(
0,
1
2
]
. (22)
Sufficient condition for the loopy BP algorithm to offer solution x̂
(n)
v = x⋆v, ∀v ∈ V, ∀n ∈ N,
is the following initialization of the priors {qv ≡ Pv(0) = 1− Pv(1)}v∈V :
1 ≥ qv > 1− ǫv, if x⋆v = 0
0 ≤ qv < ǫv, if x⋆v = 1.
(23)
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In other words, if vector q = {qv}v∈V satisfies Eq. (23), then loopy BP algorithm offers exact
solution x⋆, ∀n ∈ N, i.e.,
r(n)v (x
⋆
v) > r
(n)
v (1− x
⋆
v) , ∀v ∈ V, ∀n ∈ N. (24)
Proof: See Appendix B.
B. Convergence Acceleration
Theorem 1 states that there are prior values for {qv}v∈V that guarantee convergence to a valid
solution, when such solution exists. The fact that every variable node xv in the FG is aware of its
prior value qv, motivates us to perform a slight modification of the sum-product/BP procedure of
Section III-B. A periodic check of the problem constraints is conducted, i.e., the value of each
FG factor node is tested locally every Ninterm iterations, using as input the estimated values of
its connected variable nodes. If output value is 0 (corresponding constraint is not satisfied) then
a flag message is transmitted to the neighboring (to that factor) variable nodes. In that case, all
such variables nodes re-initialize their priors randomly and the iterative calculations associated
with that factor will be restarted. In short, for any l ∈ N such that l Ninterm ≤ Niter, each local
factor gJ , J ∈ J sends a flag message to neighboring variables xv, v ∈ VJ if:
gJ
(
x̂
(l Ninterm)
VJ
)
= 0. (25)
In that case, these variables re-initialize their priors qv ∼ U [0, 1], v ∈ VJ . It is emphasized that
such flag message above involves only neighboring radio terminals, due to the specific problem
formulation (and the corresponding FG formation). Numerical results showed that the above
modification accelerated convergence to a valid solution.
C. Complexity Tradeoff and Computational Cost Reduction
The computation cost of sum-product in Eq. (15) is exponential with the factor node degree.
For example, in the FG of Fig. 3, the computational cost per iteration is dominated by the
update rules of factors f3,m, f4,m, m = 1, 2, each with degree 8, requiring calculating operations
in the order of 28, for each factor-outgoing message. The degree of each factor node is solely
determined by: a) the density of routing/interference links (where density of interference links
depends on θ) and b) the number of available orthogonal frequency channels (as can be seen
from Eqs. (4) and (5)).
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By choosing large θ, the receivers require higher SINR and interference connectivity is
enriched; thus, algorithmic complexity is also increased. In that case, the algorithm operates under
stringent constraints and if a solution is found, it will offer lower remaining interference compared
to the case of smaller θ. However, computational time is increased. On the contrary, smaller θ
reduces the number of interfering terminals and hence, the offered solution will provide higher
remaining interference and thus, weaker overall network performance. However, computational
complexity and required time is decreased. Therefore, the overall algorithm offers an interesting
performance/complexity tradeoff, through the choice of θ.
1) Algorithmic Developments for Reduced Computational Cost: In order to reduce computa-
tions associated with factor gJ , J ∈ J in the summation of Eq. (15), which in principle involves
2|VJ | variable configurations for each iteration n, the following sets are defined, for each FG
edge (J, v), v ∈ VJ :
X 1(J,v)(x),
{
xVJ\v∈B
|VJ |−1:gJ(xVJ\v, xv = x)=1
}
, (26)
X 0(J,v)(x),
{
xVJ\v∈B
|VJ |−1:gJ(xVJ\v, xv = x)=0
}
. (27)
For any edge (J, v), the set X 0(J,v)(x) does not contribute in the summation of sum-product in
Eq. (15). Hence, it suffices at each iteration n to evaluate Eq. (15) by summing all
{∏
y∈VJ\v
m
(n−1)
y→J (xy)
}
for only the assignments in set of Eq. (26). A binary-tree search [42] can be further utilized in
order to pre-compute efficiently the set in (26) and avoid exhaustive enumeration. The following
proposition shows that the set of valid assignments can be significantly smaller subset of the FG
factor nodes’ domain.
Proposition 3. For a multi-channel scenario with K ≥ 2 and gJ = fi,m for some i ∈ N and m ∈
M, the number of valid assignments offering gJ(·) = 1, i.e., set cardinality
∣∣∣X 1(J,v)(0) ∪ X 1(J,v)(1)∣∣∣
for some v ∈ VJ , is upper bounded by Vfi,m = 2
H(δfi,m )K|NTwoH(i)|, with δfi,m =
|NTwoH(i)|−1
K|NTwoH(i)|
and
H(x) , −xlog2(x) − (1 − x)log2(1 − x). Similar result can be obtained for gJ = hi,m, where
Vhi,m = 2
H(δhi,m )K|Iinterf(i)|, with δhi,m =
min{K,|Iinterf(i)|−1}
K|Iinterf(i)|
.
Proof. According to Proposition 1, the assignments sfi,m ∈ domfi,m = B
|NTwoH(i)|K satisfying∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 ≥ |NTwoH(i)| offer fi,m(sfi,m) = 0. Thereby, the assignments sfi,m ∈ domfi,m that
offer fi,m(sfi,m) = 1 have
∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 strictly less than |NTwoH(i)|. This shows that the number
of valid assignments sfi,m ∈ domfi,m, cannot be more than
∑|NTwoH(i)|−1
j=0
(
|NTwoH(i)|K
j
)
. Using
the result in [43, Lemma 16.19] to upper bound the sum of binomial coefficients, we obtain
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUES IN CASTALIA
(a)
Path-loss exponent 2.4
Shadowing variance 0 dB
Ref. distance 1 m
Path-loss 55 dB
(b)
M 4 slots
Time slot duration 10 ms
Constant bitrate 5 pps
Total packet size 312 bytes
Tx power −10 dBm
Simulation time 600 sec
∑|NTwoH(i)|−1
j=0
(
|NTwoH(i)|K
j
)
≤ Vfi,m . Exactly same reasoning can be followed for gJ = hi,m with
the help of Proposition 2.
It is noted that for large K, Vfi,m ≪ |domfi,m| = 2
|NTwoH(i)|K and Vhi,m ≪ |domhi,m| =
2|Iinterf(i)|K . Thus, for edge (J, v), only a small subset of assignments contribute in the summation
of Eq. (15) and can be pre-computed and stored efficiently.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The distributed frequency allocation algorithms GBCA [3] and MinMax [4], as well as the
proposed FG-based frequency allocation algorithm (FG), have been simulated in the Castalia
network simulator [44]; the latter is based on the OMNET++ platform [45]. The Tunable MAC
module of Castalia has been modified as described in [46]. The lognormal shadowing model is
adopted for radio propagation [47], with parameter values given in Table II(a). The 34-terminal
topology with WSN routing connectivity in Fig. 4 is tested. It is assumed that the 7 leaf terminals
generate packets with constant bit-rate.
For the BP algorithm, the maximum number of BP iterations was set to Niter = 50, and the
checking period was set to Ninterm = 8 and α
(n) = 0.3, ∀n ∈ N. As discussed in Section IV-C1,
our implementation utilizes the binary search for the pre-computation of set X 1(J,v)(x) in (26),
∀J ∈ J , ∀v ∈ VJ , x ∈ B. For the WSN topology of Fig. 4, classic BP (Ninterm =∞) did never
converge within Niter = 50 iterations.
The 34-terminal multi-hop network of Fig. 4 has relative sparse interference connectivity, since
every terminal can hear from 3 to 8 transmissions. Routing links offer received SNR values that
exceed −90 dBm and no retransmissions are allowed. Other parameters are given in Table II(b)
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Fig. 4. Routing connectivity of a multi-hop, 34-terminal WSN. Sink terminal is depicted with ’x’ marker. Overall connectivity
among WSN terminals depends on radio sensitivity and propagation environment and also includes interference connectivity.
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Fig. 5. Left (Right): Throughput versus number of frequency channels, for SINR receiver threshold θ = 8dB (θ = 12dB) and
network of Fig. 4.
and simulation implementation details for the GBCA and MinMax algorithms can be found in
[46].
Fig. 5 illustrates the throughput as a function of available frequency channels (K) and receiver
SINR threshold θ, for the topology in Fig. 4. The latter is receiver-dependent and controls the
number of detected interfering links; higher θ results to larger number of detected interfering
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links, better interference reduction and higher computational cost. It can be seen that as the
number of available frequency channels increases, higher throughput is achieved for all protocols
as expected, since frequency channel availability reduces or eliminates interference. Fig. 5 shows
that for all θ no algorithm achieves 100% packet delivery ratio, or equivalently 87.36 kbps
throughput performance.5 This stems from the fact that for the specific topology, received SNR
in routing tree links was relatively small due to the large distances, compromising reliability and
packet delivery ratio.
Interestingly, for θ = 8 dB, FG method outperforms the other two algorithms in terms of
throughput, for any number of available channels. From Fig. 4 we note that for K ≥ 3, the
throughput of the FG method is not improved significantly and stays almost fixed. It can be seen
that for K = 2, FG offers a throughput gain of 27% compared to GBCA and 34% compared to
MinMax. In Fig 5-Right the throughput performance for θ = 12 dB is depicted. It is noted that
the throughput performance of all algorithms becomes the same for K ≥ 4 in both cases. For
θ = 12 dB, the maximum throughput gain of FG over GBCA and MinMax is 76% and 44%,
respectively. In all examined cases, the maximum packet delivery ratio was approximately 80%.
The superiority of FG method stems from the fact that frequency and time allocation is jointly
applied during the algorithm, offering more degrees of freedom to eliminate the interference.
In contrast, the other two algorithms divide the time scheduling and frequency assignment in
separate phases during their execution.
Fig. 6 examines the impact of number of available frequency channels K on throughput
performance over different values of threshold θ. It is noted that as the value of SINR parameter
θ increases, throughput is also increased. The proposed algorithm outperforms both GBCA and
MinMax in all cases. We include for clarity only the proposed FG algorithm and observe that
parameter threshold θ = 8 dB is sufficient for the FG algorithm to eliminate interference,
offering total throughput of approximately 70 kbps. This is highly encouraging given that the
proposed FG methodology exploited a simplified interference set detection only among terminals
with transmissions that can be heard and decoded, as opposed to several smaller received power
transmissions which cannot be properly received, but their aggregate sum may be non-negligible.
Nevertheless, it is again emphasized that simulations were performed adhering to the natural
physics of interference, where whichever WSN terminal transmitted within the same frequency
57 flows ×5 pps ×312 bytes ×8 bits/byte= 87.36 kbps.
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Fig. 6. FG throughput versus receiver SINR threshold θ for different number of frequency channels for network of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7. A 3-hop, 9-terminal WSN topology utilized for convergence failure (outage) evaluation.
channel and time slot was taken into account in SINR and respective network performance
evaluation. Thus, the FG can in principle reduce but not eliminate remaining interference.
Finally, the 9-terminal, 3-hop topology of Fig. 7 is considered. In Fig. 8 we plot the outage
probability of the proposed FG channel allocation algorithm as a function of Niter for 3 different
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Fig. 8. Outage probability of convergence to a valid solution VS maximum number of iterations, Niter, for the 9-terminal,
3-hop topology of Fig. 7 and various values of Ninterm.
values of Ninterm, using K = 2 frequency channels and θ = 3 dB or θ = 9 dB. The results
here are obtained by averaging over 5000 Monte Carlo experiments. The probability of outage
is defined as follows:
Pout(Niter) , Pr
(
FG
(
x̂(Niter)
)
= 0
)
, (28)
i.e., the probability of FG convergence to a non-valid solution after Niter iterations. Fig. 8
demonstrates that, as the number of maximum iterations increase, the proposed modification of
loopy BP decreases the probability of outage. It is noted that the proposed modification of loopy
BP can offer outage less than 0.002 for Niter = 90 with threshold θ = 3 dB (0.005 for Niter = 90
with threshold θ = 9 dB), in contrast to classical loopy BP, which offers outage probability 0.2
for θ = 3 dB (0.02 for θ = 9 dB). Thus, we conclude that the proposed modification in loopy BP
is in practice necessary for probabilistic distributed channel allocation using the FG framework.
This finding is important for network setups with high FG graph degree, either due to large θ
or high WSN terminal density.
VI. CONCLUSION
Factor graph-based, joint time slot/frequency channel allocation is possible in resource-constrained
WSNs, even with truly distributed ways, i.e., local message-passing between neighboring WSN
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terminals, provided that special modifications are introduced for: a) practical detection of interfer-
ing terminals and b) convergence of the underlying inference algorithm. The contribution of this
work is twofold: this work provides a mathematical framework to show convergence of loopy BP
to a valid solution, when such solution exists and the messages can be properly (re-)initialized; it
also offers a truly distributed probabilistic algorithm that can be implemented with realistic (even
though simplified) practical detection of interferers. Throughput performance of the proposed
scheme was evaluated taking into account the true nature of interference, offering promising
results. The field of distributed resource allocation has been tremendously challenging and this
work has barely scratched the surface, hopefully sparking further interest in the near future
towards inference-based methodologies. Modern wireless transmission technologies, e.g., based
on full-duplex radio or network coding, could be easily incorporated by proper modifications of
the constraints, left for future work.
APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF FG FACTOR NODES
The definition of f, h and t factors is provided below:
function : fi,m
Input: sfi,m
(1): if
(∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 = 0 OR
∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 = 1
)
(2): return 1
(3): else if
(∥∥sfi,m∥∥0 ≥ |NTwoH(i)|
)
(4): return 0 // constraints 2. or 3.
(5): else
(6): for
{
i1 ∈ NTwoH(i), k1 ∈ K : s
(k1)
i1,m
= 1
}
(7): for
{
i2 ∈ NTwoH(i), k2 ∈ K : s
(k2)
i2,m
= 1, [i2, k2] 6= [i1, k1]
}
(8): if (k1 6= k2)
(9): if (i1 ∈ {{NOneH(i2) ∪Nsib(i2)} ∩ NTwoH(i)})
(10): return 0 // constraints 1., 2., and 3.
(11): end if
(12): else
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(13): if (i1 ∈ {NTwoH(i2) ∩ NTwoH(i)})
(14): return 0 // constraint 4.
(15): end if
(16): end if
(17): end double for
(18): return 1
(19): end if
(20): return 0
function : hi,m
Input: shi,m
(1): if
(∥∥shi,m∥∥0 = 0 OR
∥∥shi,m∥∥0 = 1
)
(2): return 1
(3): else if
(∥∥shi,m∥∥0 ≥ min{K + 1, |Iinterf(i)|}
)
(4): return 0 // constraints 2. or 3.
(5): else
(6): for
{
i1 ∈ Iinterf(i), k1 ∈ K : s
(k1)
i1,m
= 1
}
(7): for
{
i2 ∈ Iinterf(i), k2 ∈ K : s
(k2)
i2,m
= 1, [i2, k2] 6= [i1, k1]
}
(8): if (k1 = k2)
(9): return 0 // constraint 5.
(10): end if
(11): if (i1 = i2)
(12): return 0 // constraint 3.
(13): end if
(14): if (i1 = i ∩ i2 = par(i)))
(16): return 0 // constraint 2.
(17): end if
(18): end double for
(19): return 1
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(20): end if
(21): return 0
function : ti
Input: sti
(1): if
(
‖sti‖0 = 1
)
(2): return 1
(3): end if
(4): return 0
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Two auxiliary lemmas are shown first.
Lemma 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1,
r(1)v (x
⋆
v) > r
(1)
v (1− x
⋆
v) , ∀v ∈ V, (29)
i.e., the algorithm offers outputs x̂
(1)
v = x⋆v, ∀v ∈ V .
Proof: Suppose that prior values {qv}v∈V satisfy Eq. (23). That initialization implies the
following:
Pv(x
⋆
v) > 1− ǫv ≥
1
2
≥ ǫv > Pv(1− x
⋆
v), ∀v ∈ V. (30)
During the first iteration, the variable nodes propagate their messages to factor nodes, in order
to calculate the outgoing messages. More specifically, ∀v ∈ V and ∀J ∈ Jv,
m
(0)
v→J(0) = qv = Pv(0) (31a)
m
(0)
v→J(1) = 1−m
(0)
v→J(0) = 1− qv = Pv(1). (31b)
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An arbitrary variable index v0 ∈ V is chosen. Due to the fact that factors gJ , J ∈ J have
range {0,1}, the update rule of Eq. (15) can be written, for any J ∈ Jv0 , as follows:
m
(1)
J→v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
= C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∑
xVJ
:gJ(xVJ )=1
xv0=x
⋆
v0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(0)
y→J(xy), (32)
m
(1)
J→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
= C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∑
xVJ
:gJ(xVJ )=1
xv0=1−x
⋆
v0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(0)
y→J(xy). (33)
It is noted that the summation in Eq. (32) scans all vectors xVJ with xv0 = x
⋆
v0
that satisfy
gJ(xVJ ) = 1; it also remarked that the configuration x
⋆
VJ
denotes the elements of x⋆ associated
with factor gJ and satisfies gJ(xVJ = x
⋆
VJ
) = 1. Given that Theorem 1 assumes existence of at
least one solution, the configuration space of the summation in Eq. (32) contains at least 1 feasible
configuration xVJ (x
⋆
VJ
is one of them). Thus, using the above observation and substituting
Eq. (31) in (32), the following inequality is obtained:
m
(1)
J→v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
= C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∑
xVJ
:gJ (xVJ )=1
xv0=x
⋆
v0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(xy)
≥ C(1)J→v0(q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py
(
x
⋆
y
)
. (34)
The marginal of variable xv0 for the first iteration is given by Eq. (18) for n = 1; using
Eqs. (30) and (34), the marginal for xv0 = x
⋆
v0
is lower bounded:
r(1)v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
= Pv(x
⋆
v0
)
∏
J∈Jv0
m
(1)
J→v0
(x⋆v0)
> (1− ǫv0)
∏
J∈Jv0
C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py
(
x
⋆
y
)
. (35)
An upper bound for r
(1)
v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
is found, exploiting Eq. (30), i.e., Pv(x
⋆
v) >
1
2
> Pv(1− x⋆v)
for any v ∈ V . For any J ∈ Jv0 ,∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(x
⋆
y) = max
xVJ\v0
∈B|VJ |−1
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(xy) (36a)
(31)
= max
xVJ\v0
∈B|VJ |−1
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(0)
y→J(xy). (36b)
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Using Eq. (31) in (33), applying the definition of κv0 and exploiting Eq. (36),
m
(1)
J→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
= C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∑
xVJ
:gJ(xVJ )=1
xv0=1−x
⋆
v0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(xy)
(21)
≤ C(1)J→v0(q) κv0 max
xVJ\v0
∈B|VJ |−1
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(xy)
(36)
= C
(1)
J→v0
(q) κv0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(x
⋆
y). (37)
Therefore, the marginal of v0 satisfies the following:
r(1)v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
= Pv(1− x
⋆
v0
)
∏
J∈Jv0
m
(1)
J→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
(30)
<
(37)
ǫv0
∏
J∈Jv0
κv0 C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
= ǫv0 (κv0)
|Jv0 |
∏
J∈Jv0
C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
(a)
= (1− ǫv0)
∏
J∈Jv0
C
(1)
J→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
(35)
< r(1)v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
, (38)
where step (a) above used that ǫv0
(
(κv0)
|Jv0| + 1
)
= 1, stemming directly from the definition
of ǫv0 . The choice of v0 ∈ V and J ∈ Jv0 was arbitrary and thus, the proof is completed.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1,
m
(1)
v→J (x
⋆
v) > m
(1)
v→J(1− x
⋆
v) , ∀v ∈ V, ∀J ∈ Jv. (39)
Proof: Suppose that prior values {qv}v∈V satisfy Eq. (23). Consider an arbitrary v0 ∈ V and
J ∈ Jv0 . Using the update rule in Eq. (16) and applying the same reasoning with Lemma 1, the
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following is offered:
m
(1)
v0→J
(
x
⋆
v0
)
C
(1)
v0→J
(q)
= Pv0
(
x
⋆
v0
) ∏
I∈Jv0\J
m
(1)
I→v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
(30)
>
(34)
(1− ǫv0)
∏
I∈Jv0\J
C
(1)
I→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VI\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
= ǫv0 (κv0)
|Jv0 |
∏
I∈Jv0\J
C
(1)
I→v0
(q)
∏
y∈VI\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
(a)
≥ ǫv0
∏
I∈Jv0\J
C
(1)
I→v0
(q) κv0
∏
y∈VI\v0
Py(x
⋆
y)
(30)
>
(37)
Pv0
(
1− x⋆v0
) ∏
I∈Jv0\J
m
(1)
I→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
=
m
(1)
v0→J
(
1− x⋆v0
)
C
(1)
v0→J
(q)
, (40)
where step (a) above used that (κv0)
|Jv0 | ≥ (κv0)
|Jv0 |−1, due to the fact that κv0 ≥ 1. The choice
of v0 ∈ V and J ∈ Jv0 was arbitrary and thus, the proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose that Eq. (23) holds. The theorem will be proved by induction.
Denote for all n ∈ N ∪ {0},
T
(n)
m ≡
∏
v∈V
∏
J∈Jv
1
{
m
(n)
v→J (x
⋆
v) > m
(n)
v→J(1− x
⋆
v)
}
(41)
and for all n ∈ N,
T
(n)
r ≡
∏
v∈V
1
{
r(n)v (x
⋆
v) > r
(n)
v (1− x
⋆
v)
}
. (42)
Initialization according to Eq. (23) satisfy Eq. (31), which is equivalent to T
(0)
m = 1. Such con-
dition satisfaction offers T
(1)
r according to Lemma 1 and T
(1)
m according to Lemma 2. Therefore,
the following holds:
T
(0)
m = 1
(23)
=⇒ T(1)r = 1 and T
(1)
m = 1. (43)
Subsequent section establishes the following:
T
(n)
m = 1
(23)
=⇒ T(n+1)r = 1 and T
(n+1)
m = 1, (44)
implying that Eq. (24) is true.
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Assume that the induction hypothesis holds, i.e., T
(n)
m = 1. We now show the right-hand side
of Eq. (44). Choosing an arbitrary v0 ∈ V , similarly to (34), for any J ∈ Jv0 , the message
m
(n+1)
J→v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
can be upper bounded as follows:
m
(n+1)
J→v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
≥ C(n+1)J→v0 (q)
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(n)
y→J
(
x
⋆
y
)
. (45)
Using the induction hypothesis T
(n)
m = 1, which implies that m
(n)
v→J(x
⋆
v) > m
(n)
v→J(1− x
⋆
v), ∀v ∈
V, J ∈ Jv, under the same reasoning followed in (36b), the following is obtained:∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(n)
y→J(x
⋆
y) = max
xVJ\v0
∈B|VJ |−1
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(n)
y→J(xy). (46)
Hence, working as in Eq. (37) and using Eq. (46), for any J ∈ Jv0 , the message m
(n+1)
J→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
is upper bounded:
m
(n+1)
J→v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
≤ C(n+1)J→v0 (q) κv0
∏
y∈VJ\v0
m
(n)
y→J
(
x
⋆
y
)
. (47)
Substituting Eqs. (45) and (47) in r
(n+1)
v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
and r
(n+1)
v0
(
1− x⋆v0
)
, respectively, after similar
algebra as in Eq. (38), the following is obtained:
r
(n+1)
v0
(
x
⋆
v0
)
r
(n+1)
v0
(
1− x⋆v0
) > 1− ǫv0
ǫv0
1
(κv0)
|Jv0 |
= 1. (48)
In a similar vein as above, using the same reasoning as in Eq. (40), the following is obtained:
m
(n+1)
v0→J
(
x
⋆
v0
)
m
(n+1)
v0→J
(
1− x⋆v0
) > 1− ǫv0
ǫv0
1
(κv0)
(|Jv0 |−1)
≥ 1. (49)
The choice of v0 ∈ V and J ∈ Jv0 was arbitrary and thus, the induction step in Eq. (44) is
established, proving the theorem. Extension to the damped version can be obtained similarly.
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